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Golfer’s Guide to the Game and Greens of Scotland 1894, edited by W. Dalrymple 

 

 
 

A limited edition new book published by Grant Books Ltd caught our eye. Golfer’s Guide to the 

Game and Greens of Scotland was originally published by W. H. White & Co. in Edinburgh in 

1894. Grant’s has just republished it in a limited edition of 250. 

 

William Dalrymple was born an Englishman but resided in Scotland most of his life, playing his 

golf at the Interleven club in Fife (today’s Leven Links and Lundin Links).  Trained as a lawyer, 

he gravitated instead to writing. The Golfer’s Guide had a limited life span, being published only 

between 1894 and 1899, thus the new book represents the first publication. 

 

The first part of the book gives bios of great golfers of the era including Tom Morris and Young 

Tom, as well as Allan Robertson and John Gourlay. There are pages devoted to “The Great 1849 

Match,” which included Tom Morris, Willie Dunn, Allan Robertson, and Willie Park, as well as 

big matches in 1857 and 1858. The bulk of the book, however, is akin to Tom Doak’s Confidential 

Guide to Golf Courses, albeit a version from the Victorian Era.  

 

Hundreds of courses are discussed, accompanied by thirty one illustrations, and as such, it is a 

great historical record of these early Scottish golf courses, many of which still exist, and some of 

which are extinct. Discussing Crail, the Guide says, “Venerable, little, storm-beaten Crail has a 

long and glorious history of its own, harking back to the Royal Bruces; and even its golfing society 

is no mushroom, as it was constituted so long ago as 1786.” The description of the links is still 



 
 
 
 
 

accurate today, “The course is a short one and rather rough; but the glorious fresh breezes from 

the German Ocean atone for much, and few visitors, however keen they may be as golfers, will 

grudge a day spent on the bonny wee Crail.” The North Sea was commonly called the German 

Ocean prior to the First World War. 

 

Published in the pre-automotive era, each course entry is accompanied by a notation of the train 

line each course is located near, as is the distance from the station. Like the Confidential Guide, 

the book doesn’t praise every course. Writing about the Ladybank course in Cupar, Dalrymple 

writes, “There are several fair holes with the usual inland hazards, but there is considerable room 

for improvement on the course generally.” This is understandable since golf enthusiasts, especially 

the thrifty Scots, purchasing the book would be more than a little irritated if they traveled to a 

course after reading about it and it wasn’t as described. 

 

 
Course reviews and a map of Cullen Links 

 

The description of the Cullen Links is interesting and takes some interpretation, “The course is 

bisected longitudinally by a macadamised road connecting Cullen and Portknockie, which, along 

with sand-pits and bunkers, constitute the chief hazards. The Three Kings, the Round Craig, and 

Boar’s Craig are prominent objects on the course.” That last sentence needs some parsing, it sounds 

like a Scottish crossword puzzle clue. The Three Kings are a rocky outcrop on Cullen Beach. The 

Boar’s Craig is a sandstone cave on the course, and the Round Craig is difficult to describe, but is 

pictured below. It is an 80 foot tall rock situated in the middle of the par three 12th hole. The 

confused golfer is asked to hit over the giant red volcano-like structure. 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 
The Round Craig at Cullen Links! [picture compliments of evalu18.com] 

 

Republishing rare, vintage golf books is a gift to the game since references such as the one above 

would otherwise be obscured. The book is a delight to read because it transports the golfers back 

more than 100 years and allows them to recount the game in a bygone era. 

 

Grant Books Ltd sets the standard for quality and craftsmanship in the world of golf books and 

this book continues the delightful trend. A really fantastic work. 

 

 

 

-- John Sabino 
 


